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BigData Tools 

n  Data Analysis and Platforms  

n  Business Intelligence  

n  Document Store  

n  Twitter Case Study 







Receives a key value pair 
And outputs a 0 or more  
key-value pairs 

Reduce all the key-pairs with key 
K2 to a new reduced key-value pair 
K3, V3 

Majority of what Hadoop does..! 





Goal: Consider we have a list of books and we want to count  
occurrences of ever word. Hadoop will distribute this task. 



Here Key is byte offset in the file, Value is the text. 



The map function tokenizes the input string and outputs key-value 
pair for every word. Note here “and” shows twice.  



Input splits 

Key-value pair 



Reduce phase will sum the values to create a reduced representation. 
Thus, multiple instances of same key are combined. 



Shuffle and Sort: Gather all instances of similar keys from all the tasks 
In {and, [4, 2, 6]} the other values are from other books/tasks 



Compute final result and save to disk. 
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Hadoop Distributed File System 

n  Designed to hold large amounts of data and provide access 
to this data to many clients across network 

n  Hadoop DFS is designed to handle data spread across 
multiple machines 

n  Data redundancy: If individual machines fail, data still should 
be available 

n  Provides fast and scalable access to this information. Can add 
machines in the cluster while maintaining integrity of data 

n  Works well with Hadoop MapReduce framework 
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Trade-offs of HDFS 
n  Applications are assumed to perform long sequential streaming 

reads from files 

n  Data will be written to the HDFS once and then read several 
times; updates to files after they have already been closed is not 
supported 

n  Does not provide mechanism for local caching: Just re-read the 
data from disk 

n  Designed based on Google File System 

n  Cannot interact with files using normal Unix tools like: ls, cp, mv. 
It has a separate namespace 

n  The management information is handled by a single machine. It 
has redundant information to protect it from failure of that 
machine. 
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DataNodes holding blocks of multiple files with a replication factor of 2. 
The NameNode maps filenames into block ids. 
This redundancy in information helps when individual nodes fail 

Hadoop Distributed File System 
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Amazon ElasticMapReduce (EMR) 

n  Amazon comes to your rescue again 

n  Super easy to use. Generate keypair and you are good to go 

n  Can access API in multiple languages. 

n  You can start with a 10-node Hadoop cluster and scale your 
application 

n  Similar web console for launching EMR 
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Pig 

n  Pig is a platform for analyzing large dataset  

n  Pig lets you specify a sequence of data 
transformations such as merging data sets, 
filtering them and applying functions to 
records 

n  Purpose of Pig is to answer queries over 
semi-structured data such as log files 

n  Pig is high-level language for writing 
queries over this sort of data 

n  Programming language used to write Pig 
queries is called Pig Latin 
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Pig Latin Datatypes 

n  An atom is atomic value (e.g. “fish”).  (similar to string in 
python) 

n  A tuple is a record of multiple values with fixed arity e.g. 
(“dog”, “sparky”) (similar to tuple in python) 

n  A data bag is collection of arbitrary number of values 
{(“dog”, “sparky”), (“fish”, “goldie”)} (similar to list in python 
but with differences) 

n  A data map is collection with a lookup function translating to 
keys and values e.g. [‘age’: 25] (similar to dictionary in 
python) 
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Loading Data in Pig 

User provided parsing function 

The user defined function need not be provided. A default (PigStorage() ) exists, but 
Pig provides you an option if you want to use it. 
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+ Business Intelligence Tools 

n  Lots of them   
n  Jaspersoft, Excel,Talend, Penthao, RapidMiner, KNIME, etc. 

n  Application software designed to retrieve, analyze and report 
data   

n  Mostly visual. Geared towards enterprise applications 

n  Many domain specific/application specific/proprietary 

n    
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Features of Business Intelligence 
Tools 

n  Data management strategy 

n  Analytics, Reporting, scorecard and strategy management 

n  Highly advanced/specialized calculation engines, business 
user experience 

n  “What-if” analysis to develop applications that can forecast 
business performance 

n  Can operate of thousands of simultaneous users and 
terabytes of information 

n  GUI based interface 
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Allows application integration,  
cloud integration 



Talend: analyze results 



Oracle Business Intelligence 
Suite 



Microsoft Business Intelligence 



Microsoft Power Maps 



Microsoft Power View 



Storing Documents … 



+ Document Store 

n  Document oriented database is a computer program designed for storing, retrieving 
and managing document oriented information 

n  E.g. formats: XML, YAML, JSON, BSON 

n  Allows structured queries and retrieval. Makes storing and retrieving data easier.  

n  Lots of packages available for reading such documents 

n  Keys: Documents are addressed in the database via a unique key that represents that 
document. Database retains an index on the key to speed up document retrieval 

n  Retrieval: Database offers an API or query language  

n  E.g. Cassandra, CouchDB, MongoDB, Lotus Notes etc. 

n  RDBMS/Flat File Systems cannot handle big data. Cannot handle horizontal scalability. 
Hence, NoSQL databases 
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Keep on adding more computers as you need more compute power i,e. 
Performance is linearly proportional to no. of computers. 
Relational Databases cannot handle horizontal scalability 
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Structured Documents 

XML 
Extensible Markup Language 

JSON 
JavaScript Object Notation 
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MongoDB 

n  A record in MongoDB is a document, which is a data structure 
composed of field and value pairs 

n  MongoDB documents are similar to JSON objects. It is a 
NoSQL database 

n  Advantages: 
n  Documents (i.e. objects) correspond to native data-types in many 

programming languages 
n  Embedded documents and arrays reduce need for expensive 

joins 
n  Allows Map-Reduce programming model. Written in C++ and 

open-source. Uses replication to maintain data consistency/
availability 
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Works with Java, JavaScript, Python, Ruby, C#, PHP, C++ etc. 
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MongoDB Operations 
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MongoDB Operations 
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Its is Fast..! 

















+ Examples of Analytic Tasks 



What happens when you “Tweet” this message? 



Older Twitter Model:  
Based on Ruby on Rails. Everything was being written on a big monolithic 

stack. Doesn’t scale, 400 engineers work on same code base, no independence 
to team, too much time spent in co-ordination 

2009 



Everything has to happen in Real-Time. 
Event driven programming model to understand when a Tweet 
was posted, when someone replied etc. 



Use Write API to 
Write tweet in DB 

Fan out is delivering the 
Tweet to every single person 
who is following that person 

Redis Cluster: user-id = key, 
Tweet = value…! 
(Map part of) 
Map Reduce Programming 

This is needed to  
Push tweets in user’s 
timeline. The timeline 
is replicated three times. 

Not saved to disk..!  
Stored in RAM, Allows 
fast recovery: 45 ms 
Only active users in past 
28 days (LRU) stored in RAM. 
Rest goes on Disk. 

800 tweets per 
home timeline. 
Rest is stored on  
Data-centers 

Timeline Service 
figures out where person’s 
Timeline lies in Redis cluster. 
(Reduce part of Map-Reduce) 

The goal is avoid  
hitting the disk as much as 
Possible..! 







+ Anatomy of a User 



This architecture 
Allows to blend in 
copied/followed tweets 
into respective 
wsers timeline 

200-700ms 



Regular tweet Search Operation Access via web/mobile 

Analyze  
influence 

Read Path: when 
you are trying to  
search for a tweet 

Write 
path 



Servers in 
production to handle 
incoming traffic 

Monetize 
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Analyzing Machine Generated 
Data 

n  Searching, monitoring and analyzing machine generated big 
data via web interface 

n  Allows real-time response model when servers/clusters fail 

n  Allows trend detection/understanding unpredicted events 

n  Widely used in web-analytics 


